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GRAND RAPIDS — A recession like the
present challenges the survival of
businesses of all sizes, but owners of healthy
businesses have plenty of opportunities to
capitalize on a buyers market, increase
market share and learn valuable lessons
about the inner workings of their
companies.

Ron Miller, founder and senior
managing director of BlueWater
Partners LLC, a private investment
banking firm specializing in mergers and
acquisitions and turnaround
management, said businesspeople who’ve
already made tough decisions and reacted
to the economy and survived this long
should be able to see their companies
through to renewed prosperity.

“It’s difficult for an owner who’s built
a business to go through an environment
like this because you have to deconstruct
it, reduce the headcount and so on,” Miller
told MiBiz. “That’s difficult for them, but
those able to do that are stronger and
well-positioned going forward. You learn
more about your business in these times.
It’s not the way you want to learn, but
you will learn about what drives values
and where the profitability is.”

Miller said companies that are
operating at break-even or even at a small
profit in this market are positioned to
move when the sales return in the markets
they serve. By running lean and healthy,
businesses are also creating equity, a
benefit if the owners want to cash out.

Out of
the Blue?
M&A firm sees market slow,
but opportunities
abound for capitalized buyers

Still, given the environment,
companies will have a difficult time
increasing revenues in the short term so
they need to continue to reduce costs.
That’s made owners look intently at what
people are on their existing team and be
strategic in where the business puts its
focus going forward to build off its
strengths, Miller said.

For manufacturers and suppliers
who’ve made it this far — more than a
year after the major market crash — Miller
said they’ll emerge to find their markets
considerably less crowded than they were
a year and a half ago as competitors go
out of business.

“They have a greater opportunity — if

they survive — to do well going forward,”
Miller said.

Miller formed BlueWater Partners in
2001 after more than 30 years experience
in the industry as an owner and executive.
His company works with businesses on
both sides of the coin — those that are
struggling and trying to get healthy, as
well as those that are healthy and
developing strategies to grow through
mergers and acquisitions. Typical M&A
clients are companies in the lower middle
markets valued at $10-$100 million.

“We have as many engagements
currently on the buy side as the sell side

Ron Miller, managing principal of BlueWater Partners, said the current
economic situation poses strategic opportunities for businesses considering
mergers and acquisitions. The buyers market has some companies ready to
make strategic buys, while some potential sellers have gone off the market
until the values of their businesses rebound. PHOTO: JOE BOOMGAARD
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and that’s unusual,” he said. “Typically,
we have three-quarters on the sell side and
it’s half now. Again, that’s because of the
market opportunities out there. In reality,
some companies have performed well, but
the values are down and now is not the
time (to sell). Unless you have a unique
niche or you really fit into a larger
company’s strategic game plan, you’ll
probably not get the maximum value of
the sale. It’s a buyers’ market.”

Small business owners are particularly
challenged because many of them have
equity in the real estate associated with
their businesses. Miller said commercial
real estate values have “dramatically
affected the decision-making process”
because buyers are increasingly wanting
to buy just a business, not the facilities.
Sellers lose a great deal of the value in
such a deal and often don’t want to be
left trying to move real estate in an
unfavorable market.

“The environment is tough. In the
mergers and acquisitions business, activity
is down substantially over the last year
primarily because of the lending markets.
The transactions we’ve completed in the
last year have primarily involved larger

Continued from previous page companies who’ve bought out clients for
strategic reasons. They’re financially
strong and have a lot of capital,” Miller
said.

Two years ago when credit was freer-
flowing, financial buyers would often
outbid strategic buyers, but those deals
have largely become non-existent. The
buyers still active in the market are
investing in equity to lower the cost of
the acquisition.

Moreover, many sellers have exited the
scene since the buyers’ market is driving
down prices.

Miller said financially fit clients are
taking the opportunity to grow market
share through acquisitions, but they’re
being strategic in finding buys by looking
for companies that aren’t performing as
well as they could be and need to be re-
directed.

Although BlueWater Partners
historically saw much of its business in
automotive and building products
companies, the current market is favoring
companies in healthcare and aerospace.

“Generally speaking, and I hate to pick
on automotive, but the higher the sales
content in autos, the more unlikely you’ll
have a transaction right now,” he said.
“Once that’s really settled and stabilized

and the revenues begin to pick up, that
will change and activity will grow.”

All that being said, Miller acknowledges
the predicted long, drawn-out recovery
could pose its own unique set of challenges
for businesses that have made it this far.

“They’ll have the opportunity to resume
growth, but there’s a chance that they’ve
depleted much of their working capital and
will have a tough time raising capital,” he
said. “Funders and bankers are concerned
about diminished working capital as a
result of the recession.”

With his clients, Miller said those that
were proactive in working with their banks
and their suppliers should be fine, but he
looks to 2010 to be the start of a “slow
recovery.”

“Strategically, there are opportunities for
companies that are financially strong to
increase market share through acquisition.
To be able to find companies that have
weathered the storm and proved that they
had a good management team in place and
a good customer base — that’s a good
perspective target to acquire,” Miller said.
“But the reduction in volume in mergers and
acquisitions has a lot to do with uncertainty.
Once that stabilizes, more companies will
be interested. It’s just very difficult to forecast
business in 2009.”


